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Adapting certain methods of Voiculescu we show that the quasidiagonality of
C*-algebras is invariant under completely positive deformations coming from
asymptotic morphisms. We define a notion of quasidiagonal morphism. The
quasidiagonality of morphisms from exact separable C*-algebras is shown to be
invariant under completely positive deformations. � 1997 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

A linear operator acting on a separable Hilbert space is called
quasidiagonal if it is a compact perturbation of a block-diagonal operator
(see [H]). This notion extends to C*-algebras in the form of a local
approximation property. Quasidiagonality has important applications to
the extension theory of C*-algebras. It was shown by Voiculescu [V2] that
quasidiagonality is a topological invariant. Specifically, he has proven that
a C*-algebra which is homotopically dominated by a quasidiagonal
C*-algebra is quasidiagonal.

In the first half of the paper we show that the methods of [V2] can be
adapted to extend Voiculescu's result to a setting where the V -homo-
morphisms (and their homotopies) are being replaced by completely
positive linear contractive asymptotic morphisms (CP-asymptotic
morphisms). For separable C*-algebras A, B let [[A, B]]CP denote the
homotopy classes of CP-asymptotic morphisms from A to B. The category
with objects separable C*-algebras and morphisms [[A, B]]CP is a variant
of the asymptotic homotopy category A of Connes and Higson [CH]. It
will be denoted by ACP . We have:

Theorem 1.1. Let A, B be separable C*-algebras. Suppose that A is
dominated by B in the category ACP , i.e., there are CP-asymptotic
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morphisms (.t) : A � B and (�t) : B � A such that [[�t]][[.t]]=[[idA]]
in ACP . If B is quasidiagonal, then A is quasidiagonal.

Very recently Houghton-Larsen and Thomsen [LT] have proven that
for stable separable C*-algebras KK(A, B)$[[SA, SB]]CP . Their result
reinforces the suggestion that [[A, B]]CP plays the role of positive
morphisms in KK-theory. Theorem 1.1 shows that quasidiagonality is
invariant under ``positive KK-equivalence''. Thus one may argue that
quasidiagonality is related to K-theoretical phenomena. For more on the
connections of quasidiagonal to K-theory see [Br, Sa1, 2 , Zh, BrD, Li, Sc].

In the second half of the paper we introduce a notion of quasidiagonality
for V -homomorphsisms and CP-asymptotic morphisms. This corresponds
to the property of factorization through quasidiagonal C*-algebras. For
morphisms out of exact C*-algebras we show that quasidiagonality is a
homotopy invariant. We have:

Theorem 1.2. Let (.t), (�t) : A � B be two homotopic CP-asymptotic
morphisms from a separable, exact C*-algebra A to a C*-algebra B. If (�t)
is quasidiagonal, then (.t) is quasidiagonal.

The composition of two homotopy classes of CP-asymptotic morphisms
between exact C*-algebras is quasidiagonal provided that at least one of
them is quasidiagonal. The nuclear quasidiagonal V -homorphisms from an
exact C*-algebra are characterized by a certain approximation property
which appears in [BKi] (see Definition 4.6 and Theorem 4.8).

As a consequence of the above we show that a separable nuclear
C*-algebra which is dominated in the category A of [CH] by a separable
quasidiagonal C*-algebra is quasidiagonal. Another corollary shows that a
nuclear separable C*-algebra which is shape equivalent [EK, B] to a
separable quasidiagonal C*-algebra is quasidiagonal. Let us mention that
the class of separable nuclear quasidiagonal C*-algebras has been recently
identified with a certain class of generalized inductive limits of finite dimen-
sional C*-algebras [BKi]. Their study goes back to [Sa2]. Our arguments
make use of a stabilization result for asymptotic morphisms to L(H)
(Proposition 2.3) which was inspired by [Ki]. For the convenience of the
reader, a series of useful properties of exact C*-algebras were collected in
Section 3.

For a discussion of various aspects of quasidiagonality we refer the
reader to the survey paper [V3]. It is expected that quasidiagonality has to
play a role in the classification of nuclear C*-algebras of real rank zero, see
[Po].

The notion of quasidiagonal morphism employed in this paper is not
directly related to the notion of quasidiagonal KK-classes studied in [Sa2]
and [Sc] where the emphasis is on relative quasidiagonality. For a
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quasidiagonal C*-algebra A, the KK-class of idA is not quasidiagonal in
the sense of [Sc] if K0(A){0.

We are indebted to E. Kirchberg for pointing to us Propositions 3.2
and 3.3. Part of this work was done while the author was visiting the
University of Marseille at Luminy. He thanks R. Zekri, E. Blanchard and
G. Kasparov for their support and hospitality. Thanks are due to L. Brown
for a number of helpful suggestions.

The present paper replaces a preliminary version entitled ``A remark on
a paper of Voiculescu on quasidiagonality and homotopy'' whose content
is now part of Section 2.

2. QUASIDIAGONAL C*-ALGEBRAS

Let H be a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space, L(H) the linear
bounded operators on H and K(H) the compact operators. Recall that a
set A/L(H) is called quasidiagonal if there is a sequence ( pk) of finite
dimensional orthogonal projections converging strongly to 1H such that
&pka&apk& � 0 for all a # A. A separable C*-algebra A is called quasi-
diagonal if there is a faithful representation \ : A � L(H) such that the set
\(A) is quasidiagonal.

For C*-algebras A, B we denote by CP(A, B) the set of all completely
positive linear contractions from A to B endowed with the point-norm
topology. The elements of CP(A, B) will be called CP-maps. For a locally
compact space X, we let Cb(X, B) denote the continuous bounded func-
tions from X to B. Recall that the multiplier algebra M(C0 , (X, B))
is isomorphic to the C*-algebra Cb, s(X, M(B)) of strictly continuous,
bounded functions from X to the multiplier algebra of B (see [APT]). The
cone and the suspension of a C*-algebra A are defined as CA=C0(R+, A)
and SA=C0(R, A).

The following characterization of quasidiagonality is given in [V2 ,
Theorem 1, Remark 2].

Theorem 2.1. Let A be a C*-algebra. Then A is quasidiagonal if and
only if for any $>0, F/A a finite subset and x # F, there is a finite dimen-
sional (or just quasidiagonal ) C*-algebra B and there is . # CP(A, B) such
that &.(x)&�&x&&$ and &.(ab)&.(a) .(b)&<$ for all a, b # F.

Let us note that by taking finite direct sums of CP-maps one can replace
&.(x)&�&x&&$ by the stronger condition &.(a)&�&a&&$ for all a # F,
which appears in the original form of [V2 , Theorem 1].

Theorem 2.1 suggests that the asymptotic morphisms of [CH] should be
useful in the study of quasidiagonality. Recall that an asymptotic morphism
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is a family of maps (.t) : A � B, t # R+ , such that t [ .t(a) is continuous
for all a # A and

&.t(a+*b)&.t(a)&*.t(b)& � 0

&.t(a*)&.t(a)*& � 0

&.t(ab)&.t(a) .t(b)& � 0

as t � �, for all a, b # A and * # C.
Two asymptotic morphisms (.t) and (�t) are equivalent if &.t(a)&�t(a)&

�0 for all a # A. They are homotopic if there is an asymptotic morphism
(8t) : A � B[0, 1]$B�C[0, 1] such that 8 (0)

t =.t and 8 (1)
t =�. Up to

an equivalence any asymptotic morphisms is given by a continuous map
. : A � Cb(R+ , B) which satisfies the axioms of a V-homomorphism
modulo the ideal C0(R+ , B) or equivalently, by a V-homomorphism
.* : A � B� $Cb(R+ , B)�C0(R+ , B). The homotopy classes of asymptotic
morphisms are denoted by [[A, B]]. The asymptotic morphisms of
separable C*-algebras can be composed at the level of homotopy classes.
The composition is associative. We denote by A the category of separable
C*-algebras with morphisms from A to B given by [[A, B]] and refer to
it as the asymptotic homotopy category of Connes and Higson.

It is convenient to consider a related category ACP having the same
objects as A and whose morphisms are homotopy classes of CP-
asymptotic morphisms. By a CP-asymptotic morphism we mean an
asymptotic morphism (.t) : A � B such that each individual map of the
family is an element of CP(A, B). Equivalently, the map defined by
.(a)(t)=.t(a) is an element of CP(A, Cb(R+, B)). The homotopy classes
of CP-asymptotic morphisms, denoted by [[A, B]]CP , are defined by
allowing only homotopies that are CP-asymptotic morphisms. As in [CH]
there is a well defined associative product

[[A, B]]CP _[[B, C]]CP � [[A, C]]CP

with the simplification that [[�t]][[.t]]=[[ht]], where ht=�r(t) .t and
r(t)�s(t) for a suitable rescaling s : R+ � R+ (see [L2 , Theorems
13�13$]). As opposed to that, recall that for arbitrary asymptotic
morphisms we only know that ht can be taken such that &ht(a)&�r(t)

.t(a)& � 0 for a in some dense V -subalgebra of A. Using the Choi�Effros
Theorem [ChE] it is easily seen that if A is nuclear, then the natural map
[[A, B]]CP � [[A, B]] is a bijection. The notation [A, B] is reserved for
the usual homotopy classes of V -homomorphisms. We have a natural map
[A, B] � [[A, B]]CP .
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Let A be a quasidiagonal separable C*-algebra. As a consequence of
Voiculescu's Theorem [V1], one knows that if \ : A � L(H) is any essential
representation, i.e., \ is a faithful representation such that \(A) & K(H )
=[0], then \(A) is quasidiagonal (see [ER]). We need a related result for
CP-asymptotic morphisms, which asserts, roughly speaking, that .t(A)
tends to be quasidiagonal, at least when .t is replaced by .t �\, for some
representation \.

The following proposition about the vanishing of KK(A, L(H)) is proved
in a similar manner to the vanishing of K0(M(A�K(H))) (cf. [B1]) by
using the isomorphism KK(A, L(H))$[qA, L(H)�K(H)] of Cuntz [Cu].
A related argument appears in [G, Proposition 6.2].

Proposition 2.2. If A is a separable C*-algebra and B is a C*-algebra
with a countable approximate unit, then KK(A, L(H )�B)=0.

Proof. We work with the minimal tensor product. We may assume
that B is stable and B/L(E) for some Hilbert space E. Since L(H )�B
has a countable approximate unit, KK(A, L(H )�B)$[qA, L(H )�B] by
[Cu]. The addition on the latter group is given by [.]+[�]=[%., �],
%., �(a)=w1.(a) w*1+w2�(a) w*2 where wi # M(L(H )�B) are isometries
with w1 w*1+w2 w*2=1. This definition does not depend on the particular
choice of the pair wi (see [JT, 1.3]). Let s1 , s2 : H � H be isometries with
s1s*1+s2s*2=1H and set wi=si �1E : H�E � H�E. Let s : H�H � H be
defined by s(x1 �x2)=s1x1+s2x2 . Then s�1E : H�E�H�E � H�E
is a unitary such that %., �(a)=s�1E (.(a)��(a)) s*�1E .

If . : qA � L(H )�B is an arbitrary V -homomorphism, define ' : qA �
L(H )�B by '(a)=(v�1E) 1H �.(a)(v*�1E), where v : H�H � H is a
fixed unitary. We will show that [.]+[']=['], hence [.]=0. Since .
was arbitrarily chosen that will imply the vanishing of [qA, L(H )�B]. To
that purpose it suffices to exhibit a unitary w # M(L(H )�B) such that
w%., 'w*=' as the unitary group of M(L(H )�B) is path-connected in the
strict topology [JT, 1.37]. Let (hi), i=0, 1, ... be an orthonormal basis of
H and define a unitary u : H�H�H � H�H by u(h)=h0�h, u(hi�h)=
hi+1 �h, h # H. It is easy to see that 1H �y=u( y�1H �y) u* for all
y # L(H ). It follows that, for all a # qA,

1H �.(a)=u�1E (.(a)�1H �.(a)) u*�1E .

Finally one checks that w=(vu(1H �v*) s*)�1E # L(H )�C1E /
M(L(H )�B) is a unitary satisfying w%., 'w*='. K

The following proposition and its proof were inspired by [Ki].
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Proposition 2.3. Let A be a separable C*-algebra and let (.t) : A �
L(H ) be a CP-asymptotic morphism. Then there are strongly continuous
families of representations (\t) : A � L(H ) and (?t) : A � L(H�H ) such
that &.t(a)�\t(a)&?t(a)& � 0 for all a # A.

Proof. Set B=L(H )�K(H ) and identify CB with C0(R+ , B). Following
[Ki] we associate with (.t) an invertible element of Ext(A, CB). Specifi-
cally, let

/ : A � Cb(R+, B)/Cb, s(R+ , M(B))$M(C0(R+ , B))

be defined by /t(a)=.t(a)�p, where p # K(H ) is a rank one orthogonal
projection. One sees immediately that / : A � M(C0(R+ , B)) is a CP-map
and /(ab)&/(a) /(b) # C0(R+, B) for all a, b # A. It follows from [Ka1]
that / defines an element of Ext(A, CB)&1$KK1(A, CB). Since the latter
group vanishes by the contractibility of CB (see [Ka1]), or by Proposi-
tion 2.2, it follows from the very definition of the Ext-group that there are
V -homomorphisms \ : A � M(CB) and ? : A � M2(M(CB)) such that

/(a)�\(a)&?(a) # M2(CB)$C0(R+ , M2(B)). (1)

Via the isomorphism M(CB)$Cb, s(R+ , M(B)) we can identify \ and ?
with strictly continuous families of V -homomorphisms (\t) : A � M(B)
and (?t) : A � M2(M(B)). Since the inclusion of M(B)=M(L(H )�K(H ))
in M(K(H )�K(H ))$L(H�H ) is strictly continuous, (\t) : A �
L(H�H ) and (?t) : A � M2(L(H�H )) are strongly continuous families
of representations. Note that (/t) acts on the subspace H$H�pH of
H�H�H�H. Let u be a unitary operator identifying the orthogonal
complement of H�pH with H and let v=1H�pH �u. Then it follows from
(1) that

lim
t � �

&.t(a)�u\t(a) u*&v?t(a) v*&=0

for all a # A. K

Let P(H ) denote the set of all finite dimensional orthogonal projections
acting on H. P(H ) is filtrated by the order p�q if and only if pq= p.
Recall from [PPV] that the modulus of quasidiagonality of a set F/L(H )
is defined by

qd(F )=lim inf
p # P(H )

sup
a # F

&[a, p]&.

If the set F is finite, then F is quasidiagonal if and only if qd(F)=0.
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A representation \ : A � L(H ) will be called essentially degenerated if the
orthogonal complement of \(A) H in H is infinite dimensional.

Corollary 2.4. Let A be a separable C*-algebra and let F/A be a
finite set. Let (.t) : A � L(H ) be a CP-asymptotic morphism and let
\ : A � L(H ) be an essential, essentially degenerated representation. If A is
quasidiagonal, then limt � � qd((.t �\)(F ))=0.

Proof. Let \t and ?t be as in Proposition 2.3. By taking direct sum with
a suitable representation, we may assume that both \t and ?t are essential
and essentially degenerated. Since A is quasidiagonal, qd(?t(F ))=0 for all
t. It follows from Proposition 2.3 that limt � � qd((.t �\t)(F ))=0. By
Voiculescu's theorem [V1] .t �\t is approximately unitarily equivalent to
.t �\ for all t�0.

This easily implies that

qd((.t �\t)(F ))=qd((.t �\)(F )).

We conclude that limt � � qd((.t �\)(F ))=0. K

The first part of following result is implicitly contained in the proof of
[V2 , Proposition 3]. We reproduce the complete argument for it is the
most important single piece that explains the homotopy invariance of
quasidiagonality.

Proposition 2.5 (Cf. [V2 , Proposition 3]). Let A, B be a C*-algebras
and let / : A � B be a V -homomorphism. Suppose that for any $>0, any
F/A a finite subset and any x # F, there is a continuous path s [ 8(s) in
CP(A, L(H )), s # [0, 1] such that

(i) &8(s)(ab)&8(s)(a) 8(s)(b)&<$ for all a, b # F and s # [0, 1].

(ii) &8(0)(x)&>&/(x)&&$
(iii) qd((8(1)(F ))<$.

Then we have the following:

(a) If / is isometric, then A is quasidiagonal.
(b) If A is separable and exact, then / factors through a quasidiagonal

C*-algebra.

Proof. Fix =1 , F/A a finite subset and x # F. The first segment of the
proof is common to (a) and (b) and it is almost identical to the original
argument of Voiculescu. It consists of finding a finite dimensional
C*-algebra C and a map � # CP(A, C ) such that &�(ab)&�(a) �(b)&<=1

for a, b # F and &�(x)&�&/(x)&&=1 . Assuming that � has been found, we
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prove (a) and (b) as follows. If / is isometric then &�(x)&�&x&&=1 , hence
A is quasidiagonal by Theorem 2.1. The proof of part (b) depends on a
subsequent result. If A is exact, then / factors through a quasidiagonal
C*-algebra by Proposition 4.4.

We now proceed to constructing �. Set M=sup [&a& : a # F] and
===1 �(M+1). As in [Ar] one can find $>0 such that for every pair
y, z # L(H ) with 0� y�1 and &z&�M one has that &[ y, z]&<4$ implies
&y1�2, z]|&<=�10. We may assume that $<=�10. For this particular $, let
8(s) be as in the statement of the proposition. By uniform continuity there
is an integer n such that if |s1&s2 |<1�n then &8(s1)(a)&8(s2)(a)&<$ for
all a # F. Let Hn+1 be the direct sum of n+1 copies of H and let
. # CP(A, L(Hn+1)) be defined by .(a)=diag(.0(a), .1(a), ..., .n(a))
where .i (a)=8(i�n)(a), a # A. It is clear that &.(ab)&.(a) .(b)&<$ for
a, b # F. Using (ii) we find q # P(H ) such that

&q8(0)(x) q&>&/(x)&&$>&/(x)&&=1 .

By general facts on central approximate units [Ar, P] there are finite rank
positive operators xj # L(H ) with

q�x0�x1� } } } �xn�1H

such that xj+1 xj=xj for 0� j�n&1 and &[xj , .j (a)]&<$ for 0� j�n,
a # F. Since qd(8(1)(F ))<$, we can choose xn to be a finite rank orthogonal
projection. Let vn : H � H n+1 be given by vn=x1�2

0 � (x1&x0)1�2�
} } } � (xn&xn&1)1�2. Then v*nvn=xn hence vn is a partial isometry. We have
for a # F

&[xj+1&xj , .j+1(a)]&�&[xj+1 , .j+1(a)]&+&[xj , .j (a)]&

+2 &.j+1(a)&.j (a)&<4$ ;

hence, by our choice of $, &[(xj+1&xj)
1�2, .j+1(a)]&<=�10. Letting

y0=x1�2
0 and yj+1=(xj+1&xj)

1�2, 0� j�n&1 note that ykyj=0 if | j&k|
>1, so that the projection p=vnv*n=( yk yj) # L(H n+1) is tridiagonal. We
are going to show that p approximately commutes with .(a) for a # F.
Indeed

&[ p, .(a)]&�3 sup
| j&k|�1

&.j (a) yj yk& yj yk .k(a)&

�6 sup
0� j�n

&[.j (a), yj]&+3 sup
| j&k|�1

&.j (a)&.k(a)&

�6=�10+3$<=
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since $<=�10. Define � # CP(A, pL(Hn+1) p) by �(a)= p.(a) p. Note that
p�x0�q. Then &�(x)&=&p.(x) p&�&q8(0)(x) q&>&/(x)&&=1 and

&�(ab)&�(a) �(b)&

�&p(.(ab)&.(a) .(b)) p&+&p.(a) .(b) p& p.(a) p.(b) p&

<$+&.(a)& &[.(b), p]&�$+M=<(M+1) ===1

for all a, b # F. K

Let (.t) : A � B be an asymptotic morphism and let .* : A � B� be the
associated V -homomorphism. Then &.* (a)&=lim supt � � &.t(a)&; hence

ker (.t) :=ker .* =[a # A : lim
t � �

&.t(a)&=0]

is a closed two-sided ideal of A. Let + denote the canonical map A �
A�ker (.t). Then (.t) is equivalent to (.̂t+), where (.̂t) : A�ker (.t) � B
is an asymptotic morphism with trivial kernel. Since + is surjective, (.̂t) is
unique up to an equivalence. An asymptotic morphism (.t) : A � B is called
weakly injective if ker (.t)=0, or equivalently if lim supt � � &.t(a)&=&a&,
for all a # A. We call (.t) injective if limt � � &.t(a)&=&a&, for all a # A
(see [L1]).

The following is a version of [V2 , Theorem 4] for CP-asymptotic
morphisms.

Theorem 2.6. Let A, D, M be separable C*-algebras. Let (�t) : A � M,
(+t) : A � D and (.t) : D � M be CP-asymptotic morphisms. Suppose that
[[�t]]=[[.t]][[+t]] in the CP-asymptotic homotopy category ACP . If
(�t) is weakly injective and D is quasidiagonal then A is quasidiagonal.

Proof. We may assume that M/L(H ). Fix $>0, F/A a finite subset
and x # F. Let \ : D � L(H ) be an essential, essentially degenerated
representation. Since D is quasidiagonal, it follows from Corollary 2.4, that
for any t>0

lim
r � �

qd((.r �\)(+t(F )))=0.

Let (rn) be a sequence in R+ such that qd((.r �\)(+n(F )))<1�n, for all
r>rn and n # N. Let r : R+ � R+ be an increasing homeomorphism such
that r(n)>rn . By replacing r(t) by a bigger function we can arrange that
[[.t]][[+t]]=[[.r(t)+t]]. Since �t is weakly injective, there is an
increasing homeomorphism l : R+ � R+ such that &�l(n)(x)&>&x&&1�n
for all n # N. It is clear that (�l(t)) is CP-homotopic to (�t). Let
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(1 (s)
t ) : A � M be a CP-asymptotic homotopy with 1 (0)

t =�l(t) and 1 (1)
t =

.r(t) +t . Define 8 (s)
t : A � L(H�H ) by 8 (s)

t =1 (s)
t �\+t . Then (8 (s)

t ) is a
CP-asymptotic homotopy from (�l(t) �\+t) to (.r(t) +t �\+t). We have

lim
n � �

qd(8 (1)
n (F ))= lim

n � �
qd((.r(n) �\)(+n(F )))=0

since r(n)>rn . On the other hand,

lim
n � �

&8 (0)
n (x)&� lim

n � �
&�l(n)(x)&=&x&.

It is then clear that there exists big enough n # N, such that 8 (s)
n satisfies the

conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 2.5, with /=idA . The desired
conclusion follows now from the part (a) of that Proposition. K

Note that Theorem 1.1 is a direct corollary of Theorem 2.6. Theorem 1.1
shows that quasidiagonality is an invariant of isomorphism classes in ACP .
We now turn to the nuclear case.

Theorem 2.7. Let A, B be separable C*-algebras. Suppose that A is
dominated by B in the asymptotic homotopy category A; i.e., there are
asymptotic morphisms ( ft) : A � B and (gt) : B � A such that [[ gt]]
[[ ft]]=[[idA]]. If A is nuclear and B is quasidiagonal, then A is
quasidiagonal.

Proof. Note that we cannot directly apply Theorem 2.6, for we do not
know that (gt) is homotopic to a CP-asymptotic morphism. However, one
can proceed as follows. Let J denote the kernel of ( ft) and let + : A � A�J
be the canonical map. A�J is nuclear as a quotient of a nuclear C*-algebra
[ChE]. Therefore we can find a weakly injective CP-asymptotic morphism
( f� t) : A�J � B such that ( f� t+) is equivalent to ( ft). Let $>0, let F/A�J be
a finite set and let x # F. Since ( f� t) is weakly injective lim supt � � & f� t(x)&=
&x&, hence we can find a t large enough such that & f� t(ab)& f� t(a) f� t(b)&<$
for all a, b # F and & f� t(x)&>&x&&$. Since B is quasidiagonal, it follows
that A�J is quasidiagonal by Theorem 2.1.

Since A�J is nuclear, we can find a CP-asymptotic morphism
(ht) : A�J � A such that [[ gt]][[ f� t]]=[[ht]]. Then

[[ht+]]=[[ gt]][[ f� t]][[+]]=[[ gt]][[ ft]]=[[idA]].

Since A is nuclear it follows that [[ht]][[+]]=[[idA]] in ACP . We con-
clude that A is quasidiagonal by Theorem 2.6. K

Corollary 2.8. Let A, B be separable nuclear C*-algebras. Suppose
that A is shape equivalent to B. If B is quasidiagonal then A is quasidiagonal.
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Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 2.7 since by [D] any shape
equivalence lifts to an isomorphism in A. K

A C*-algebra A is called homotopy symmetric if [[idA]] is invertible in
the semi-group [[A, A�K(H )]], the neutral element being represented by
the class of the null morphism. Our interest in such algebras comes from
the fact that the suspension map [[A, B�K(H )]] � [[SA, SB�K(H )]]
is a bijection if and only if A is homotopy symmetric (see [DL]).

Corollary 2.9. Any separable nuclear homotopy symmetric C*-algebra
is quasidiagonal.

Proof. Apply Theorem 2.6 with M=A�K(H ), D=0, and (�t)=
idA � (#t), where (#t) is a CP-asymptotic morphism such that [[idA]]+
[[#t]]=0 in [[A, A�K(H )]]CP . K

Remark 2.10. A similar argument shows that if A is separable, nuclear,
homotopy symmetric and if B is a separable C*-algebra, then A�B is
quasidiagonal. More generally, if A is any separable C*-algebra such that
[[A, A�K(H )]]CP is a group, then A is quasidiagonal.

3. EXACT C*-ALGEBRAS

In this section we collect a number of useful facts about exact
C*-algebras. We will freely use two results of Kirchberg [Ki] asserting that
an exact C*-algebra is nuclearly embeddable and locally reflexible. (see
also [W]). The notions of local reflexibility and nuclear embeddability
were introduced in [EH] and respectively [V4].

Proposition 3.1 [EH]. Suppose that A is a locally reflexible (or exact)
C*-algebra. Then for any closed two sided ideal J in A, every unital CP-map
of a finite dimensional operator system E into A�J is liftable to a unital
CP-map from E to A.

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 3.2 and Proposition 5.3 of
[EH]. K

We are indebted to E. Kirchberg for pointing out to us the following two
propositions.

Proposition 3.2. Let A, B be C*-algebras and let . : A � B be a
nuclear CP-map. Suppose that J/ker . is a closed two sided ideal of A. If
A is locally reflexible (or exact), then the induced map .̂ : A�J � B is a
nuclear CP-map.
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Proof. By a standard reduction it is enough to consider the case when
both A and B are unital and . is unit preserving. Given [x1 , ..., xr]/A�J
and =>0 we will find unital CP-maps : : A�J � Mn and ; : Mn � B such
that &.̂(xi)&;:(xi)&<= for 1�i�r. Let E be the finite dimensional
operator system

E=C1+ :
r

i=1

Cxi+ :
r

i=1

Cxi*/A�J.

Let + : A � A�J be the canonical map. Since A is locally reflexive, by
Proposition 3.1 we find a unital CP-map _ : E � A such that +_(xi)=xi for
1�i�r. Since . is a unital nuclear CP-map, there exist unital CP-maps
:1 : A � Mn and ; : Mn � B such that &._(xi)&;:1_(xi)&<= for 1�i�r.
By Arveson's extension theorem [W, 1.8], :1 _ extends to a unital CP-map
: : A�J � Mn . Then

&.̂(xi)&;:(xi)&=&._(xi)&;:1_(xi)&<=

for 1�i�r. K

Proposition 3.3. Let A be a C*-algebra and let .n : A � Bn be a
sequence of nuclear CP-maps to C*-algebras Bn . If A is nuclearly embed-
dable (or exact), then .=(.n) : A � > Bn is a nuclear CP-map.

Proof. Let ! : A � C be a nuclear embedding of A into some C*-algebra
C. Let F be a finite subset of A and let =>0. We will find a CP-map
' : C � > Bn such that &.(a)&'!(a)&<= for all a # F. Since ! is nuclear,
that will imply the nuclearity of ..

Since each .n is nuclear, we find a sequence (k(n)) of positive integers
and CP-maps :n : A � Mk(n) , ;n : Mk(n) � Bn such that &.n(a)&;n:n(a)&
<= for all a # F. By Averson's extension theorem, :n extends to a CP-map
:~ n : C � Mk(n) with :~ n !=:n . Define ' : C � > Bn by '(z)=(;n:~ n(z)). Then

&.(a)&'!(a)&=sup
n

&.n(a)&;n :~ n!(a)&=sup
n

&.n(a)&;n :n(a)&<=

for all a # F. K

Proposition 3.4. Let A, B be C*-algebras and let T be a locally com-
pact, _-compact space. Suppose that A is nuclearly embeddable (or exact).
Then a CP-map . : A � Cb(T, B) is nuclear if and only if each .t : A � B,
(where .t(a)=.(a)(t), t # T ) is nuclear.

Proof. We discuss only the nontrivial implication. Fix F/A a finite
subset and =>0. Find a sequence (t(n)) in T and a locally finite open cover
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(Vn) of T such that for all n, &.t(a)&.t(n)(a)&<= for all a # F and t # Vn .
Let (/n) be a continuous partition of unity subordinated to (Vn). Define
! : A � > Bn (Bn=B) by !(a)=(.t(n)(a)) and ' : > Bn � Cb(T, B) by
'((bn))=�n /n bn . One checks that !, ' are CP-maps and &.(a)&'!(a)&
<= for all a # F. The map ! is nuclear by Proposition 3.3. It follows that
. is a nuclear map. K

Proposition 3.5 [V4]. If A is a nuclearly embeddable (or exact)
C*-algebra, then any CP-map . : A � L(H ) is nuclear.

Proof. We include a short alternative argument. Let # : A � C be a
nuclear embedding into some C*-algebra C. Using Arveson's extension
theorem we extend .#&1: #(A) � L(H ) to a CP-map � : C � L(H ). Then
.=�# hence . is nuclear. K

4. QUASIDIAGONAL V -HOMOMORPHISMS

Definition 4.1. Let A, B be C*-algebras. A V-homomorphism . : A
� B is called quasidiagonal if it factors through a quasidiagonal
C*-algebra; i.e., there is a quasidiagonal C*-algebra D and there are
V-homomorphisms + : A � D and & : D � B such that .=&+.

Remarks 4.2. (i) . is quasidiagonal if and only if the quotient map
A � A�ker . is quasidiagonal, if and only if there is a closed two sided
ideal J in A such that J/ker . and A�J is quasidiagonal.

(ii) If . is quasidiagonal, then there is a factorization of . as in
Definition 4.1, such that + is surjective and &=.̂&1 where &1 is the quotient
map D$A�ker + � A�ker . and .̂ : A�ker . � B is the canonical map
induced by ..

(iii) Any V -homomorphism which factors through a quasidiagonal
V-homomorphism is quasidiagonal. If .�� is quasidiagonal, then both .
and � are quasidiagonal.

(iv) If � : B � C is a V-monomorphism, then �. is quasidiagonal if
and only if . is quasidiagonal. A is quasidiagonal if and only if idA is
quasidiagonal.

Proposition 4.3. Let A be a separable C*-algebra and let \ : A � L(H )
be a V -representation. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) \ is quasidiagonal.
(ii) There is a V -representation _ : A � L(H ) such that (\�_)(A) is

a quasidiagonal set of operators.
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Proof. (i) O (ii) Write \=&+ where + : A � D and & : D � L(H ) are
V-homomorphisms and D is quasidiagonal. Let _1 : D � L(H ) be an essen-
tial representation of D and set _=_1+. Then (\�_)(A)/(&�_1)(D)
and the latter is a quasidiagonal set of operators in L(H�H ).

(ii) O (i) If J=ker (\�_), then A�J$(\�_)(A), hence A�J is
quasidiagonal. Since J/ker \, it follows that \ factors through A�J. K

As a consequence of the above, we see that a V-homomorphism
. : A � B is quasidiagonal if and only if for every (or for some) faithful
V-representation \ : B � L(H ), there is a V -representation _ : A � L(H )
such that (\.�_)(A) is a quasidiagonal set of operators.

Proposition 4.4. Let A, B be C*-algebras and let . : A � B be a
V-homomorphism. Suppose that for any $>0, F/A a finite subset and x # F,
there is a finite dimensional (or just quasidiagonal ) C*-algebra C and there
is � # CP(A, C) such that &�(x)&>&.(x)&&$ and &�(ab)&�(a) �(b)&<$
for all a, b # F. If A is separable and exact, then . is quasidiagonal.

Proof. We give the proof only in the case when C is finite dimensional.
The proof for quasidiagonal C is reduced to that case by composing �
with suitable CP-maps into finite dimensional C*-algebras. Let Fn be an
increasing sequence of finite subsets of A whose union is dense in A. Using
the assumption we find a sequence �n : A � Cn of CP-maps to finite
dimensional C*-algebras such that &�n(ab)&�n(a) �n(b)&<1�n and
&�n(a)&>&.(a)&&1�n for all a, b # Fn . This immediately implies that
limn � � &�n(ab)&�n(a) �n(b)&=0 and lim infn � � &�n(a)&�&.(a)& for
all a, b # A. Since A is exact, we obtain from Proposition 3.3 that
� : A � > Cn , �(a)=(�n(a)) is a nuclear CP-map, hence the associated
V-homomorphism �4 : A � > Cn�� Cn is nuclear. Letting J=ker �4 we see
from Proposition 3.2 that the induced V -monomorphism �4� : A�J � > Cn�
� Cn is nuclear. Let �� =(�� n) : A�J � > Cn be a CP-lifting of �4� given by
the Choi�Effros theorem. Then (�� n +&�n) � 0 in the point norm topology,
where + : A � A�J is the quotient map. This implies that for any a # A

&+(a)&=&�4� +(a)&=lim sup
n � �

&�� n +(a)&=lim sup
n � �

&�n(a)&�&.(a)& (2)

Therefore �� n : A�J � Cn is a sequence of CP-maps such that &�� n( yz)&
�� n( y) �� n(z)& � 0 and lim supn � � &�� n( y)&=&y& for all y, z # A�J by
(2). By Theorem 2.1 it follows that A�J is quasidiagonal. On the other
hand J=ker +/ker . by (2). We conclude that . factors through the
quasidiagonal C*-algebra A�J. K

The following proposition is known to specialists. For nuclear
C*-algebras the result is due to Davidson, Herrero, and Salinas [DHS].
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We include it here only because it is a straightforward consequence of the
proof of Proposition 4.4.

Proposition 4.5. Let A/L(H ) be a separable exact C*-algebra. If A is
quasidiagonal as a set of operators, then its image in the Calkin algebra is
a quasidiagonal C*-algebra.

Proof. Let ? denote the map of L(H ) onto the Calkin algebra. We
want to show that ?(A) is quasidiagonal. By assumption there is a
sequence ( pn) of finite dimensional orthogonal projections converging
strongly to 1H such that &pna&apn & � 0 for all a # A. Define �n : A �
A+K(H ) by �n(a)=(1& pn) a(1& pn). Then (�n) is an asymptotically
multiplicative sequence of CP-maps into a quasidiagonal C*-algebra such
that &�n(a)& � &?(a)& as n � �. As in the proof of Proposition 4.4, we see
that if J :=ker �4 , then A�J is quasidiagonal. On the other hand since
ker �4 =ker ?|A , we have ?(A)$A�J, hence ?(A) is quasidiagonal. K

It was shown by S. Wasserman that Proposition 4.5 it is not true for
arbitrary quasidiagonal separable C*-algebras A/L(H ) (see [W, 3.4]).

Definition 4.6. A V -homomorphism . : A � B has the multiplicative-
CPAP (completely positive approximation property) if for any finite subset
F/A and any =>0, there is a finite dimensional C*-algebra C and there
are : # CP(A, C) and ; # CP(C, B) such that &:(ab)&:(a) :(b)&<= and
&.(a)&;:(a)&<= for all a, b # F.

Definition 4.6 was inspired by a result of Blackadar and Kirchberg
[BKi] who proved that a C*-algebra A is quasidiagonal and nuclear if and
only if idA has the multiplicative-CPAP. Their result easily extends to
V-homomorphisms from exact C*-algebras, see Theorem 4.8. The following
Lemma can be derived from the proof of Theorem 5.2.2 of [BKi].

Lemma 4.7. Let A be a quasidiagonal C*-algebra and let . : A � B
be a nuclear V -homomorphism to a C*-algebra B. Then . has the multi-
plicative-CPAP.

Proof. Since A is quasidiagonal, by Theorem 2.1 we find a CP-map
_=(_n) : A � > Mk(n) with asymptotically multiplicative components and
limn � � &_n(a)&=&a& for all a # A. Note that _ is a complete order embed-
ding. From this point the proof mimics the proof of the implication
(iii) O (vi) of Theorem 5.2.2 of [BKi]. The only change is to replace idA

by .. K
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Theorem 4.8. Let . : A � B be a V-homomorphism from a separable
exact C*-algebra A to a C*-algebra B. Then the following conditions are
equivalent.

(i) . is nuclear and quasidiagonal.

(ii) . has the multiplicative-CPAP.

Proof. (ii) O (i) Let F, =, :, ; and C be as in Definition 4.6. Then
&.(a)&�&;:(a)&+=�&:(a)&+=. Since A is exact and C is finite dimen-
sional the conclusion follows by Proposition 4.4, applied for �=:.

(i) O (ii) By Remark 4.2(i) there is a closed two-sided ideal J in A
such that J/ker . and A�J is quasidiagonal. Let + : A � A�J be the
canonical map and let & : A�J � B be the map induced by . such that
.=&+. Since . is nuclear it follows that & is nuclear by Proposition 3.2.
Since A�J is quasidiagonal, & has the multiplicative-CPAP by Lemma 4.7.
We conclude that .=&+ has this property. K

Corollary 4.9. Let A be a separable, exact C*-algebras. A V -repre-
sentation \ : A � L(H ) is quasidiagonal if and only if \ has the multiplicative-
CPAP.

The following result is a consequence of Theorem 1.2 which is proved in
Section 5. However, rather than deriving it later, we choose to include here
a streamlined proof which does not require the notion of a quasidiagonal
asymptotic morphism.

Theorem 4.10. Let ., � : A � B be two V -homomorphisms from a
separable, exact C*-algebra A to a C*-algebra B. Suppose that . is
CP-asymptotically homotopic to �. If � is quasidiagonal, then . is quasi-
diagonal.

Proof. Without loss of generality, by Remark 4.2(iv) we may assume
that B/L(H ). Let (1 (s)

t ) : A � B be a CP-homotopy with 1 (0)
t =. and

1 (1)
t =� for all t�0. Write �=&+ with + : A � D, & : D � B, and D a

quasidiagonal C*-algebra. Let \ : D � L(H ) be an essential V -represen-
tation. Then (��\+)(A)/(&�\)(D) is a quasidiagonal set of operators;
hence qd(��\+)(F )=0 for any finite subset F/A. Fix such an F, x # F,
and =>0. Set 8 (s)

t =1 (s)
t �\+. Then 8 (s)

t is a CP-homotopy from .�\+
to ��\+, and which for some large t will satisfy the conditions of Proposi-
tion 2.5(b) for /=.. Indeed 8 (s)

t is asymptotically multiplicative as t � �,
qd(8 (1)

t (F ))=0 and &8 (0)
t (x)&=&.(x)�\+(x)&�&.(x)&. We conclude

that . is quasidiagonal. K
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Combining Theorem 4.8 and Theorem 4.10 we see that the multi-
plicative-CPAP is a homotopy invariant for nuclear V -homomorphisms
from separable exact C*-algebras.

5. QUASIDIAGONAL ASYMPTOTIC MORPHISMS

Definition 5.1. A CP-asymptotic representation (.t) : A � L(H )
of a separable C*-algebra A is called quasidiagonal if there exists a
V-representation _ : A � L(H ) such that for any finite subset F/A,
limt � � qd(.t �_)(F )=0. A CP-asymptotic morphism (.t) : A � B is
called quasidiagonal if there exists a faithful V -representation \ : B � L(H )
such that (\.t) is quasidiagonal.

Note that by Corollary 2.4 any CP-asymptotic representation of a
quasidiagonal C*-algebra is quasidiagonal. More generally, the composi-
tion of any CP-asymptotic morphism (.t) : B � C with a quasidiagonal
V-homomorphism : : A � B is quasidiagonal. Any quasidiagonal V -homo-
morphism is quasidiagonal when regarded as an asymptotic morphism (see
Proposition 4.3.) A CP-asymptotic morphism (.t) : A � B will be called
nuclear if the corresponding CP-map . : A � Cb(R+ , B) is nuclear. For
exact C*-algebras A, by Proposition 3.4, this is the case if and only if each
individual map .t is nuclear. In particular, by Proposition 3.5, every CP-
asymptotic representation (.t) : A � L(H ) is nuclear.

Proposition 5.2. Let A be a separable exact C*-algebra and let
(.t) : A � B be a CP-asymptotic morphism. Then the following conditions are
equivalent.

(i) (.t) is quasidiagonal.

(ii) The V -homomorphism .* : A � B� is quasidiagonal.

If (.t) is nuclear then (i) and (ii) are equivalent to

(iii) There is a quasidiagonal C*-algebra D, and there exist a V -homo-
morphism + : A � D and a nuclear CP-asymptotic morphism (&t) : D � B
such that (&t+) is equivalent to (.t).

Proof. Let \ : B � L(H ) be a faithful V-representation. By Remark 4.2(iv)
.* is quasidiagonal if and only if \�.* is quasidiagonal. Thus by replacing
(.t) by (\.t), we may assume that B=L(H ). As explained in the
paragraph preceding Proposition 5.2, in this case . and hence .* are
nuclear.
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(ii) O (i) Write .* =&+ with + : A � D, & : D � B� and D a quasi-
diagonal C*-algebra as in Remark 4.2(ii). Then & is nuclear since it factors
through .*^ : A�ker .* � B� which is nuclear by Proposition 3.2. Let
# : D � Cb(R+ , B) be a CP-lifting of & given by the Choi�Effros theorem.
Let _ : D � B=L(H ) be an essential, essentially degenerated V-representation.
Since D is quasidiagonal, by Corollary 2.4 limt � � qd(#t �_)(+(F ))=0 for
any finite subset F of A. On the other hand .(a)&#+(a) # C0(R+ , B) for
all a # A as .* =#* +=&+. Therefore limt � � qd(.t �_+)(F )=0, hence (.t) is
quasidiagonal.

(i) O (ii) Let _ : A � B=L(H ) be a V -representation (necessarily
nuclear by Proposition 3.5) such that

lim
t � �

qd(.t �_)(F )=0 (3)

for any finite subset F of A. If we set �=.�_, then �4 : A � L(H�H )�

is nuclear since both . and _ are nuclear. Since A is exact, the induced
V-monomorphism �4� : A�J � L(H�H )� , J=ker �4 =ker .* & ker _, is
nuclear by Proposition 3.2. Let �� : A�J � Cb(R+ , L(H�H )) be a CP-lift-
ing of �4� given by the Choi�Effros theorem. Let + : A � A�J be the quotient
map. Then �� +(a)&�(a) # C0(R+ , L(H�H )) for all a # A, hence by using
(3), we have limt � � qd(�� t(F ))=0 for any finite subset F of A�J.
Moreover, for all z # A�J, lim supt � � &�� t(z)&=&�4� (z)&=&z& since �4� is
isometric. By Proposition 2.5(a) we conclude that A�J is quasidiagonal.
Since J/ker .* it follows that .* is quasidiagonal by Remark 4.2(i).

For the last part of the proof B is an arbitrary C*-algebra and (.t) is
nuclear.

(ii) � (iii) Write .* =&1+ with + : A � D, &1 : D � B� nuclear and D
a quasidiagonal C*-algebra. Then let (&t) be given by any nuclear CP-lift-
ing of &1 . Conversely, if (&t) is given then set &1=&* . K

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Without loss of generality we may assume that
B/L(H ). Let (1 (s)

t ) : A � B be a CP-homotopy with 1 (0)
t =.t and

1 (1)
t =�t for all t�0. Let _ : A � L(H ) be a nuclear V -representation such

that limt � � qd(�t �_)(F )=0 for all the finite subsets F of A. Set 8 (s)
t =

1 (s)
t =1 (s)

t �_. Then 8 (s)
t is a CP-homotopy from .t �_ to �t �_, such

that limt � � qd(8 (1)
t (F ))=0. Let L=ker (.* �_) and let + : A � A�L

denote the quotient map. Then

&+(a)&=lim sup
t � �

&.t �_(a)&=lim sup
t � �

&8 (0)
t (a)&.
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It is now clear that we can find t such that 8 (s)
t satisfies all the conditions

of Proposition 2.5(b) with /=+. Thus + is quasidiagonal. This implies that
.* is quasidiagonal since .* �_ factors through +. We conclude the proof by
applying Proposition 5.2. K

As an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 1.2 we
show that the composition of two CP-asymptotic morphisms (which is
defined only up to homotopy) between exact C*-algebras is quasidiagonal
provided that at least one of the morphisms is quasidiagonal. Recall that
if A is separable and if (.t) : A � B and (�t) : B � C are CP-asymptotic
morphisms, then there is a suitable rescaling r0 : R+ � R+ such that for
any other homeomorphism r : R+ � R+ with r(t)�r0(t), (ht) :=(�r(t) .t)
is an asymptotic morphism and [[�t]][[.t]]=[[ht]].

Proposition 5.3. If A and B are separable exact C*-algebras and
if either (.t) or (�t) is quasidiagonal, then (ht)=(�r(t).t) is quasidiag-
onal.

Proof. Suppose first that (.t) is quasidiagonal. Then .* is quasidiagonal
by Proposition 5.2. By Remark 4.2(i) there is a closed two-sided ideal J in
A such that J/ker .* and A�J is quasidiagonal. Since &ht(a)&�&.t(a)& for
a # A it is clear that ker .* /ker h4 , hence J/ker h4 . This implies that h4 and
hence (ht) is quasidiagonal.

For the second part of the proof suppose that (�t) is quasidiagonal. As
in the proof of Proposition 5.2 we may assume that C=L(H ). In that case
(�t) is nuclear and it is equivalent to a composite (&t+) as in Proposi-
tion 5.2(iii). Therefore (ht)=(�r(t) .t) is equivalent to (&r(t) +.t). The latter
composite is quasidiagonal by the first part of the proof since (+.t) is
quasidiagonal being a CP-asymptotic morphism into a quasidiagonal
C*-algebra. K

In view of Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 5.3 it is natural to consider the
category of stable separable exact C*-algebras with morphisms from A to
B given by the semigroup [[A, B]]CP where the addition is induced by the
direct sum. The homotopy classes of quasidiagonal CP-asymptotic
morphisms form a subsemigroup [[A, B]]qd

CP /[[A, B]]CP . This sub-
semigroup is nonzero if and only if A has a nonzero quasidiagonal
quotient. If u, v # [[A, B]]CP then u+v # [[A, B]]qd

CP if and only if
u, v # [[A, B]]qd

CP . The product of two elements u # [[A, B]]CP ,
v # [[B, C]]CP is quasidiagonal provided that either u or v is quasi-
diagonal.
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